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Katha Regional Writers Workshop

Katha Group

7th and Bth october 2017

DAV Public School, Vasant Kunj,New Delhi

11 students with one faculty
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Name of the Activity / Event

Organised hy

Date and Duration

Venue

Participants
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OBJECTIVES:

. To-acquaint students with different writingrstyles and genres.

. To provide platform to the students to interact with renowned authors' and be able to stockpile

ideas.

"Writing is the painting of the voice". Voltaire

India has always been a land of storytellers. Story-writing is a valued heritage that has moved from oral

traditions to written texts, from the heard word to the read word. Today, in times so influenced by

software and multirnedia, Katha strives to keep oui'great storytelling traditions aiive by publishing

culturally distinctive children's literature. Katha Group (Indian publisher of children's story books and

translated fiction) has initiated -I Love Reading Programme to promote creative writing among

students. Workshops based on Writing skills-Story writing and Poetry has a great role in promoting the

reading habit among the students. These sessions play a pivotal role in reiterating the might of the pen

and the printed word. After the school based story writing competition, Katha selected the best young

budding writers from across the country. These finalists were invited to the two-day Regional Writers

-,, Workshop held in New Delhi. The selected students: Aanchal (VIII B), Aashima Ahmcd (VII C),Aarushi

Bansal (X D),Chhavi njna (VIII C),Krishika Goenka (VI D), Mahima (X D), Aaditi Malhotra (VI C), Aashi

Agarwal (IX C), Pragya (IX C), Trivedi Prasad (VI B) and Vishisht Gulla (VII B) got the opportunity to

participate in this literary extravaganza. The participants were divided into groups by mentors'. They

gave master classes from experts of the literary field, Expert writers'of Katha Group centered the

workshop on the various important writirrg concepts and types which enabled students'to write original

and creative ideas.'The participants composed the stories on the theme given by their.mentors'and

submitted for Level-3 evaluation. These stories will further be evaluated and selected for Grand Finale-

Katha Utsav scheduled to be held in the month of December.
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